
 

Sequence Lotto  

Here are two simple sequence stories about water. Use them
each alone in one listening and language activity or both in a 
fun lotto game that will challenge even more.

To get ready print all of  the sheets onto sturdy
cardstock paper. Two sheets are guides and
have titles across the top (Bath Time! and 
Wash the Car!). The other two sheets have the
cards for the sequence stories. Cut out the six
cards on each sheet.

To Play Game 1:

Choose one of  the two sequence stories. Place 
the guide sheet face down and spread out the 
six sequence cards face up.

Take turns choosing a card and telling that part of  the
story. For example, player one would choose the first card
of  “Bath Time!” and say “The boy came inside covered in dirt and mud! The mom said ”oh no! You need a bath!”. Then
that card can be laid down first in line. The next player chooses the next card in the story, tells that part and lays the card to
the right of  the first card. When all of  the cards are laid left to right, turn over the guide to see if  the cards are in the right
sequence. You can then play a “hide-the-sticker” game. One player closes their eyes while the other player hides a sticker 
under one of  the sequence cards. The player who hid the sticker then describes the part of  the story shown by the card that
is hiding the sticker (without looking at it). The other player should listen and then find the sticker. Take turns.

To Play Game 2:

This is a two player game. Each player should have a story guide face up in front of  them. All twelve cards should be face
down on the table. Player 1 starts by choosing a card and picking it up so that only he can see it. He should then tell the 
part of  the story shown on the card. The other player should listen and then find the match on one of  the two guide sheets.
The card can then be placed on the matching picture and play passes to the next player. The player who collects all 6 pictures
for his story is the winner! Have Fun!
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	IMPORTANT: IMPORTANTPrint these 5 pages onto sturdy cardstock paper


